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- determine feasibility of nesting,
- find maximum scale, and
- optimize nesting scale over some or all parameters
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Must have:

1. $T(A) \subset A$, and
2. no collisions along either direction after cutting $A$ by $P$

Definition depends on choice of cut plane and removal directions.
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- convex shapes?
- enclosure is easy ....
- but removal depends on cut plane!
[Zvyozdochkin & Malyutin 1890]
valid
Perfect self-nesting requires **visibility** of cut plane at all points along removal directions.
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Manual design with traditional tools would be tortuous
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“ping-pong” with 2 buffers

GL_SAMPLES_PASSED

Feasible!
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For non-convex shapes, binary search is conservative, but in practice optimal.
Step 3: optimize over all parameters

maximize scale subject to nesting constraint

non-convex energy landscape
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$k$ parameter vector as point in $n$D \( \mathbf{x}_i \in \mathbb{R}^n \)

pull velocity toward personal best and global best of swarm

\[
\mathbf{v}_i \leftarrow \omega \mathbf{v}_i + \phi_p r_p (\mathbf{x}^p_i - \mathbf{x}_i) + \phi_g r_g (\mathbf{x}^g - \mathbf{x}_i),
\]

\[
\mathbf{x}_i \leftarrow \mathbf{x}_i + \mathbf{v}_i,
\]
Step 3: optimize over all parameters via *particle swarm optimization*

A parameter vector as point in $n$D: $\mathbf{x}_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$

\[
\mathbf{v}_i \leftarrow \omega \mathbf{v}_i + \phi_p r_p(\mathbf{x}_i^p - \mathbf{x}_i) + \phi_g r_g(\mathbf{x}_i^g - \mathbf{x}_i),
\]

\[
\mathbf{x}_i \leftarrow \mathbf{x}_i + \mathbf{v}_i,
\]

*random perturbations*
Naive P-Swarm would treat scale as just another parameter (coordinate)...
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\[
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\]

where

\[
f(R, c, P, a^+, a^-) = \max_s s
\]

such that \( T(\mathcal{B}) \) nests in \( \mathcal{A} \) w.r.t. \( P, a^+, a^- \)
... instead optimize over all others, and \textit{search} for max scale
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... instead optimize over all others, and search for max scale

$$\max_{R, c, P, a^+, a^-} f(R, c, P, a^+, a^-)$$

where

$$f \approx \underset{s}{\text{search}}(R, c, P, a^+, a^-)$$

abort search early if upper bound < best
Our optimization enables fully automatic Matryoshka generation…

63% fully optimized
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… or partially constrained interactive design
Tool performs fast enough for interaction
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Fixed Rotation
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We validate our results via 3D printing
We accommodate printer tolerances by nesting *within* an offset surface.
Our tools trivially generalize to nesting disparate shapes
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Prevost et al.
Limitations & Future Work

• no global optimum guarantee
• search assumption too conservative
• thin shapes don’t *rigidly* nest well
• deformable nesting?
  1. deform during design
  2. nest soft physical objects

Bickel et al.
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